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March 1, 2023  
 
The Honorable Merrick Garland The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Attorney General Secretary of Transportation 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 

 
Dear Attorney General Garland and Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
The Long Island Association (LIA) strongly supports JetBlue’s acquisition of Spirit 
Airlines.  Combining the two carriers under the JetBlue brand will help create a more 
competitive, national low-fare challenger to the Big Four U.S. airlines that together 
control about 80 percent of the U.S. market. 
 
Since 1926, the LIA has been the region’s leading non-profit and non-partisan business 
organization and has continued to amplify the voice of the business community. We 
work to ensure the region’s economic vitality and advocate for federal, state, and local 
policies that support economic development. 
 
JetBlue has deep roots in communities throughout New York, and more than 1,200 
employees who live on Long Island.  Serving eight airports in the state, for 23 years 
JetBlue has connected Downstate New York with Upstate by providing affordable 
airfares on large jets and connecting to other destinations throughout the United States, 
Latin America, and the Caribbean.  Headquartered in Long Island City, JetBlue 
strengthened its commitment to New York when it announced in 2021 that its 
headquarters would remain in Queens after 2023. 
 
A larger JetBlue would introduce a 5th national competitor, providing greater access to 
JetBlue’s travel experience and offering more route choices for travelers.  After acquiring 
Spirit, JetBlue would still be less than half the size of each of the Big Four – and far from 
the size of these Big Four carriers created by mergers approved over the past 20 years.  
The JetBlue-Spirit merger would benefit consumers and communities as JetBlue brings 
its product to more routes and an opportunity for lower fares.    
 
JetBlue’s and Spirit’s common fleet and combined new aircraft order book should 
mitigate aircraft availability risk and provide a platform for continued expansion, driving 
even more industry competition.  Current Spirit Team Members will become JetBlue 
Crewmembers. In addition, because JetBlue’s current wage rates are higher than Spirit’s 
across all work groups, Spirit Team Members will see an increase in pay.   
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While the Spirit brand would sunset, other ultra-low-cost carriers (ULCCs) will continue 
to operate in the United States.  Two new ULCCs, Avelo and Breeze, launched in the 
first half of 2021 amid an unprecedentedly poor demand environment, and yet have 
grown rapidly.  Frontier and Allegiant both have significant aircraft order books and Sun 
Country launched 34 new markets in 2021.  JetBlue has also pre-emptively offered to 
divest Spirit’s current holdings in New York and Boston as well as five gates (and related 
ground facilities) at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, creating 
meaningful opportunities for ULCCs to grow at key, but constrained airports. 
 
The LIA is committed to exploring opportunities for the growth of our local economy 
which will benefit our business community and residents. The planned merger between 
JetBlue and Spirit will introduce a 5th national competitor that could provide greater 
access to JetBlue’s travel experience and more route choices for travelers on Long Island 
and across the nation.  Thus, the LIA urges your prompt review and approval of this 
merger.  
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Matt Cohen  
President & CEO  
Long Island Association  
 
 
 


